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The building in which you live with your parents and other family 

members is called the house. Most probably, your house may be located 

in an urban, estate or a rural environment with physical features such as 

highlands, coastal belts, plains or lowlands, slopes, rivers and forests. 

Figure 2.1

Houses located in different environments

Nature of the Land in the Immediate 

Surroundings of the House

The objective of this chapter is to study the          

nature of the land, plant and animal diversity and 

the activities of the community in the immediate          

surroundings of your house.
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and write the correct number in the relevant box provided.
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  2. The house located in a coastal environment.

  3. The house located in an estate environment.
  4. The house located on a highland.

  5. The house located on a plain.

  6. The house located on a slope.

  7. The house located in an urban environment.

  8. The house located in a slightly hilly land.

2.  Write the features of the lands in which those houses are  

located and write the advantages and the disadvantages of 

those features in the following grid.

Nature of the 
land in which the 
houses are located

  Features    Advantages Disadvantages

3.  Observe the nature of the immediate surroundings of your   

house and  mention the features you  see.

76&&&&8#+#,'&-&4$)*<&)1&"'*.#0'"&1$)2&9)*$&,+-""6&>/0.&/01)$2-'/)0&
about the nature of the land of the  immediate surroundings of 

their houses  and identify the variety of lands. 

Name Plains Coastal areas Highlands Areas with 

slopes

Kamal

2.    Discuss the advantages and the disadvantages of living in such an 

environment and present them to the class.

Activities

Assignments
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Figure 2.2

Migrant Birds

Wherever your house is located, it is your duty and responsibility to 

protect the land. Even when beautifying the environment around the 

house, it should be done carefully. The land should not be misused.

Plant and Animal Diversity

Due to plant and animal diversity, different environments are created in 

the immediate surroundings of the house. Diverse kinds of plants and 

animals exist in various eco-systems in Sri Lanka because of the nature of 

the land and climatic conditions. Plants are very useful for the existence 

)1&'(#&+/%/04&!#/04"6&?1&9)*&-$#&+/%/04&/0&-&$*$-+&#0%/$)02#0'@&9)*&2-9&30.&
plants in abundance. Eventhough you live in an urban environment, you 

can beautify the immediate surroundings of your house by growing plants. 

When selecting plants, you should consider not only their beauty but also 

whether they are suitable for the environment and the health of the man. 

The species of animals that live facing the challenges of the hot sun, rain, 

threats from enemies and diseases  are also a part  of our environment. 

Animal community is also important for the existence of man.

You may have noticed some special 

kinds of birds in the environment of 

your house during certain periods of 

the year. Some species of birds are 

found only in a  particular  period. 

The singing of the koha bird or the 

Asian koel during the season of 

the Sinhala and Tamil New Year is 

familiar to you.

Sometimes, we see some birds 

migrating to our country during 

the winter season as they are unable 

to bear the coldness there. Those 

birds are migrant birds. Indian Pitta, 

A-$-./"#&B9&,-',(#$&CSudu Redi Hora)  and Sivuru Hora are examples for 

migrant birds.
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different effects on  the environment.

Contribution for  natural beauty                                                           

A*$/3,-'/)0&)1&'(#&-'2)"<(#$#

 Providing food and habitats for         

animals

Supply of timber for 

manufacturing furniture

Making the 

environment cool

Giving shade                                                                              
Providing fuel

Supply of timber for the      

construction of buildings                                                 
Providing food and medicine

           Figure 2.3 

 Effects and uses of plants and animals in the environment

Crow-pheasant - destroys snails that  harm the crops.

Termite - Breaks down the waste material and   

  helps decaying. 

Earthworm - contributes to loosen the soil and to                         

       enrich it.

Bat - Helps in the propagation of seeds. 

E$-4)0B9&F&E#"'$)9"&/0"#,'"&'(-'&(-$2&<-..9&3#+."6&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Crow - Eats waste material.

Parrot - Adds beauty to the environment.
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immediate surroundings of your house in the following 

table.

Animals Plants

56&&&A*'&-&H&I&H&/0&'(#&$#+#%-0'&,-4#&/0&'(#&1)++):/04&'-!+#&')&/.#0'/19&
the uses of the above plants. Several uses can also be obtained 

from the same plant.

Uses of plants

Kind of 

plant

Food Medicine   Making  

furniture

Ornaments Other

3.   Write three uses that man, animal and the environment can 

obtain from each plants.

J6& & K+-""/19& '(#& -0/2-+"& 9)*& 30.& /0& '(#"#& </,'*$#"@& *0.#$& '(#&&&
categories given in the following table.

76&?0"#,'"&'(-'&(#+<&<)++/0-'/)06
2. Animals that spread diseases to man.

3. Nocturnal animals.

4. Poisonous reptiles that harm the man.

Activities
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5. Complete the cross-word puzzle with the help of the clues given.

&& 76&L#-*'/19&'(#&#0%/$)02#0'6

  2. A poisonous snake.

  3. A migratory bird.

  4. Spreads diseases such as Dengue and Malaria.

  5. Helps soil conservation.

  6. A reptile that is protected by law.

  7. Forecasts the weather.

  8. Spreads a disease called plague.

  9. Helps paddy cultivation and brings an income to the  

    house hold.

  7M6&E#"'$)9"&"0-/+"&'(-'&(-$2&'(#&,$)<"6
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Figure 2.4

Various religious symbols and religious institutions

76 K)0'$/!*'#&')&<$)'#,'&'(#&#0%/$)02#0'&!9&4$):/04&<+-0'"&/0&'(#&
immediate surroundings of your school/ house.

2. Take steps to grow various kinds of plants in your home 

garden or in the school garden on special days like your 

birthday, New Year day or on the National Tree Planting 

Day. 

Assignment

Human Activities in the Immediate Surroundings 

of Your School / House

 !"#$%&'($%)#*)+*$,"*-)../#%$0*%#*$,"* .."!%($"*1/22)/#!%#34*

of  Your School /House

There may be families in your community that belong to various 

ethnic groups and religious groups. They may be Sinhala, Tamil, 

Muslim, Burgher or Malay. They may follow different religions such 

as Buddhism, Hinduism, Catholicism and Islam. There are traditions 

and rituals linked to those ethnic and religious groups. Although 

there are many differences, they are your neighbours. Therefore, 

we should learn to 

live with them in 

co-operation. An   

example is,working 

with unity in sports 

activities, in various 

associations and in 

welfare activities 

without considering 

the ethnicity and the 

religion.
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Religions Religious festivals
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Assignment

Activities

Economic Activities of the People in the Immediate 

Surroundings of Your School

=84/4:08".8$0<0$0+5"41"$2+".*+."&+7+/&"4/"$2+"*+54%*8+5"14%/&"0/"$2+"

.*+.!"K:4/)" $2+:".)*08%3$%*.3B" 0/&%5$*0.3" "./&"5+*<08+"5+8$4*5"73.'"."

:.L4*"*43+!"

Agricultural Activities

M0520/)"0/&%5$*'B"30<+5$48A"1.*:0/)"./&"8%3$0<.$04/"41"8*475".*+"8.**0+&"

4%$"%/&+*"3./&"%$030N.$04/"0/"&011+*+/$"7.*$5"41"#*0"O./A.!"P.*04%5"7.*$5"

41"4%*"84%/$*'"84/505$"41"&011+*+/$"$474)*.7208.3"./&"830:.$08"1+.$%*+5!"

K884*&0/)3'B" 57+80(8" .)*08%3$%*.3" .8$0<0$0+5" .*+" 84/&%8$+&" 0/" $245+"

.*+.5!"#++"()%*+",!I! 
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Figure 2.5
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crops cultivated
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People in your area may have cultivated various crops according to the 

nature of the land. For example,cutivation of coconut on the plains, 

paddy cultivation in river valleys, tea and rubber cultivation in hilly 

areas.

?1&9)*$&-$#-&/"&+),-'#.&,+)"#&')&-&"#-@&-&$/%#$@-&$#"#$%)/$&)$&-&'-0N@&3"(#$/#"&
industry may be the main occupation of people. Similarly, there may be 

some people who engage in livestock farming like  rearing of cattle, 

pigs or poultry as their occupation.

Name the crops cultivated in the immediate surroundings of your 

school/ home and the animals reared for livestock farming.

76&&O$/'#&'(#&0-2#"&)1&'(#&,*+'/%-'#.&,$)<"&-0.&'(#&,$)<"&'(-'&,-0&
be cultivated in your home garden and school garden in the 

following table.

2.  Write three instances where you can contribute to  the 

cultivation of crops in your home garden or your school 

garden.

Activity

Assignment

-/6$%7($"!*

-2)54

Grains Yams Vegetables Fruits Other

-2)54*$,($*

can be   

cultivated

Industrial Activities

Apart from the agricultural industry, there may be industries which 

use raw materials found in your area. For example, the furniture 

available in your home may be the products of the timber found in the 

immediate surroundings of your home. There could also be pots, tiles 
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Figure 2.6

Industries based on resources found in the area

-0.&!$/,N"&2-.#&*"/04&,+-9&-0.&B):#$&<)'"&-0.&!$/,N"&<$).*,#.&*"/04&
cement.

In most of the areas, various industries are carried out using the natural 

resources found in that area. Small scale domestic industries are also 

spread all over Sri Lanka. Production of sweet meats, products related 

')&$/,#&B)*$@&"#:/04&4-$2#0'"&-0.&,)/$&<$).*,'"&-$#&#P-2<+#"&1)$&'()"#&
industries.

There are places which are 

famous for industries based 

on traditional technological 

skills in our country. See 

=-!+#&5676&

Industry Area

Furniture

Masks

Brassware

Cane products

Mats

Moratuwa

Ambalangoda

Pilimathalawa

Radawadunna

Dumbara

Table 2.1

Industries based on traditional technological skills
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Map 2.1

Location of several industries based on traditional technological skills

76& &Q-2#& '($##& /0.*"'$/#"& #"'-!+/"(#.& /0& 9)*$& -$#-6&;#0'/)0& '(#&
!#0#3'"&9)*$&-$#-&(-"&$#,#/%#.&1$)2&'(#26

2.  Using the information given in Table.2.2, prepare your own  

table to indicate the location of each industry according to the 

area, district and the province. 

Activities
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Complete the following table with the industries that can be                

conducted based on the natural resources available in your area.

Natural resources Industry

Table 2.2

Industry Area Province District

Masks

Brassware

Mats 

Tiles and Bricks

Pilimathalawa

Ambalangoda

Bangadeniya

Dumbara

Southern

Central

North Western

Galle

Kandy

Puttalam

Assignment

Services

Among the economic activities found in the immediate surroundings 

of your school and home, services are also important. If a particular 

institution provides services for human needs , it is a service. There 

are services such as Health, Education, Postal, Transport, Banking and 

Security in your area as well as in other areas. 

Some of these services are provided by the government free of charge 

and some are provided  by the private sector.

There are services provided by the government at a concessionary      

price too. Issuing season tickets in transportation and providing     

medicines at a concessionary price at ‘Osu Sala’ are examples. Several 

"*,(&"#$%/,#"&-$#&"():0&/0&34*$#&56R6
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Figure 2.7

Various services

76 O$/'#& .):0& ./11#$#0'& "#$%/,#"& 9)*& 30.& /0& 9)*$& -$#-& -0.&
mention two activities carried out by each of them.

2. Write three services you enjoy as a school student.

D6 O$/'#&.):0&9)*$&.*'/#"&'):-$."&'(#&,)*0'$9&:(#0&9)*&!#0#3'&
from those services.

These services are important for the people in the area to maintain their 

day to day living.

Some people in your area may be engaged in providing these services. If 

they are engaged in agricultural, industrial sectors or providing a service  

utilizing their manual labour, they render  a great social service. Similarly, 

people who engage in various professions contribute in whatever way 

to build the society.

Activities
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Glossary

 ²   Environment  - mßirh         - `ÇÀ

 ² Nature of the land - N+ñfha iajNdjh     - {»zvß C¯À¦

 ² Observation  - ksÍlaIKh        - AÁuõÛzuÀ  

 ² Human environment - udkqI mßirh       - ©Ûu `ÇÀ 

 ² Physical environment  - fN!;sl mßirh     - ö£ÍvPa `ÇÀ

 ² Plant diversity  - Ydl úúO;ajh       - uõÁµ £ÀÁøPø© 

 ² Animal diversity - i;a;aj úúO;ajh       - Â»[S¨ £ÀÁøPø©

 ² Community  - m%cdj         - \‰P®

 ² Coastal belt  - fjr< ;Sr        - Pøµ÷¯õµ®

 ² Plains   - ;eks;,d        - \©öÁÎ 

 ² Slopes   - nEjqï         - \õ´ÄPÒ

 ² Mountainous lands - l÷lr ìï             - E¯º {»® 

 ²  System   - moaO;sh        - öuõSv 

 ² Climatic effects  - foaY.=‚l n,mEï       - Põ»{ø»z uõUP[PÒ

 ² Organisms  - Ôùka               - A[Q 

 ² Rural environment - .%dóh mßirh     - Qµõ©a `ÇÀ

 ²  Urban environment - kd.ßl mßirh       - |Pµa `ÇÀ

 ² Animal community - i;a;aj m%cdj             - Â»[Sa \‰P® 

 ² Migrant birds  - ixpdrl mlaISka     - Ch®ö£¯º £ÓøÁPÒ

 ² Birds species  - l=re¨ úfYAI             - £ÓøÁPÎß CÚ[PÒ

 ²   Atmosphere  - jdhqf.da,h        - ÁÎ©sh»®

 ² Waste   - wmøjH        - PÈÄ 

 ² Seeds   - îc $ M,        - Âøu

 ² Insects   - lDóka        - §a]PÒ

 ² Pollination  - mrd.Kh        - ©Pµ¢u®

 ² Reptiles   - Wr.hska        - FºÁÚ 

 ²  Natural beauty  - iajdNdúl fi!kao¾hh    - C¯ØøP AÇS

 ²  Soil conservation - mdxY= ixrlaIKh       - ©m£õxPõ¨¦

 ² Coexistence  - iyÔjkh        - \P ãÁÚ®
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 ² Ethnic group  - ckj¾.         -  !"#$%

 ² Occupation  - Ôjfkdamdh        - öuõÈÀ

 ²   Economic activities - wd¾Ól lghq;=       - ö£õ¸Íõuõµ |hÁiUøPPÒ

 ²  Agricultural activities  - lDIsld¾ñl lghq;=     - ÂÁ\õ¯ |hÁiUøPPÒ

 ² River valley  - .x ñáhdj;        - |v¨ £ÒÍzuõUS 

 ²   Wet zone  - f;;a l,dmh        - DµÁ»¯® 

 ²   Dry zone  - úh<s l,dmh        - E»º Á»¯®

 ²  Intermediate zone - w;rueÈ l,dmh       - CøhÁ»¯®

 ²   Informal   - wúêu;a        - &'()*+*,

 ² Raw materials        - wuqøjH        - ‰»¨ö£õ¸mPÒ 

 ²  Technological skills       - Ys,am ×kh       - Pø»bõÚ® öuõÈÀ~m£®      


